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The complete range of services, such as idea, 
design, development, production, marketing 
and sales is provided at several locations in Ger-
many.

Crazy Chair® is the internationally registered 
trademark of Pimiento OHG, for exclusive, 
high-quality hanging chairs, hammocks, stain-
less steel stands and matching accessories. 

Shown is the CLIPPER
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Knot the suspension 
ropes as a loop and hang 
the safety shackles of 
the CLIPPER there.

Scope of supply
please check for completeness
A = 1 all-weather hammock
B = 2 short ropes (already attached)
C = 2 safety shackles, stainless steel (snap-in)
D = 2 suspension ropes each 2 m

Not included in delivery:
Corresponding ropes are required for suspension 
over long distances. High quality Ropes, weather-
proof, seawater-proof, 1,000 kg breaking load can 
be ordered from us.

CLIPPER Hammock
It is knotted ready to use. If suspension ropes are 
attached to the right and left of the hammock, 
ideally knotted as a loop, you only need to latch 
the two safety shackles into the suspension ropes 
of the CLIPPER.

Extra suspension ropes as a knot (e.g. around a 
tree trunk) and then hang the safety shackles of 
the CLIPPERs there. This makes it quick and easy to 
attach and detach the hammock.

Description:
The CLIPPER is a weatherproof, back-friendly ham-
mock without cross bars, which remains open 
when lying down and does not fold up over the 
person lying inside. This is guaranteed by the 
special shape cut, the 5 strip combinations made 
of high-quality materials, special seams and the 
strap processing. 
The CLIPPER can also be attached to difficult pla-
ces or narrow balconies and is easy to carry due to 
its small, light packing size.

Convincing technical data: 
Weatherproof hammock without spreader bars
Lying surface 100 cm x 230 cm
Clamping length from 250 cm
Lying load 150 kg
Own weight 1.7 kg

Product Features:
very stable, not tilting, a lot of lying comfort
ergonomic lying quality
skin-friendly, breathable mesh fabric
stays pleasantly airy and cool in strong sunlight
insensitive to rain, sun/UV, sea water
miscellaneous Color Stripe Combinations
Colours do not fade even after years
easy-care, robust, durable
TÜV-tested, EU-patent, US-patent
Design + production takes place in Germany
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Hanging the hammock.
Choose a suitable place to stretch the hammock, e.g. on a stand, between 2 trees or at 2 suitable fixing 
points. Take the enclosed ropes and attach them, knotted as a loop, to the two suspension points. If the 
length of the ropes is not sufficient, ropes of the appropriate length and load-bearing capacity must be 
provided. V4A safety shackles are attached to both ends of the hammock, which are now snapped into 
the loops of the extar suspension ropes.

Below are some instructions for mounting the CLIPPER at different distances.
For the rope distance (A to B) the distance from the shackle to the suspension point was measured in cm.

Calculation example of pitches.
The distance from A to B refers only to the single 
rope length. The values must therefore be dou-
bled for the rope length required in the application, 
since a loop is laid and knotted. One knot consu-
mes rope, therefore approx. 30 cm of rope should 
be added per knot.

Result:
If you hang a hammock between 2 trees, which are 350 cm apart, with a trunk circumference of approx. 
63 cm and for safe assembly the rope is put 2x as a loop around the tree trunk, you need a rope of approx. 
280 cm per hammock side, thus 2 x 280 cm ropes.

Tips for transport, storage, care.

In strong winds the hammock could flutter or turn 
like a propeller in the wind. Depending on the in-
tensity of the „windbeating“, it also puts a strain 
on the material or microgrid fabric. The coloured 
filament of the covering can rub off and partially 
peel off due to the wind blow. This results in unat-
tractive color peeling. However, the stability of the 
hammock is maintained. 

We would like to point out that damage to the ma-
terial caused by strong winds is not covered by the 
guarantee, as it can be avoided if used correctly or, 
better still, the hammock is left hanging in good 
time and not exposed to the wind.

The All-Weather material was developed for out-
door use (can also be used indoors) and is insensi-
tive to sun and moisture. 

To clean the hammock, a sponge with water or a 
little soapy water is sufficient. Never use the high 
pressure cleaner or the washing machine. 

The Crazy Chair logo is attached in the head area 
for orientation on the lying side. The black straps 
point to the hammock bottom.

Example for hammock (according to table):
Distance A to B is 350 cm. Hanging height 140 cm 
(from the ground to the hanging point). 
Rope distance right and left each approx. 60 cm. 
Rope is required as loop, 2x 60 cm = 120 cm. 
Additional 30 cm rope per knot, 2x 30 cm = 60 cm. 
Rope is laid around 20 cm thick tree, circumference 
63 cm (20 x 3.14 = 62.8 cm).



Hammock stand
For the hammock CLIPPER is the perfectly fitting stainless steel stand 

LUNO available as a supplement.

Use and Safety Instructions
Read the instructions before use and keep them in case of further questions.

The CrazyChair hammock is ideal for relaxing, you 
lie back-friendly and relaxed in longitudinal direc-
tion. The hammock can support 150 kg. 

The two suspension points must be adapted to the 
weight of the person and provide a secure attach-
ment. The suspensions must correspond to the 
weight to be carried, taking into account the local 
conditions. 

Check regularly that the suspension ropes and 
knots are correctly seated. Protect ropes from cha-
fing, especially at edges or sharp corners.

Warranty.
The CrazyChair hammock All-Weather is hand-
made with great care and undergoes multiple 
inspections. If there is something wrong with the 
delivery or a defect in material or workmanship 
occurs, a corresponding repair or replacement will 
be made within the scope of the legal warranty. 
What is used is at the discretion of the manufac-
turer for each operation. No liability is assumed for 
any further consequential damages or failures. For 
the warranty a normal use in private use applies 
with careful handling (no commercial or public 
use). Improper treatment, environmental influen-
ces, colour changes, e.g. due to sunlight or damage 
caused by external influences are not covered by 
the warranty claims.

We are happy to help.
For questions, advice and product information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us. If you need 
our advice on suspension, if you have any questi-
ons regarding the use of the CrazyChair Collection, 
or if you would like information about the product, 
accessories or other items in the CrazyChair Col-
lection, please contact us. Crazy Chair - Made in 
Germany.

If metal rubs against metal during fastening, it is 
necessary to grease the areas regularly.

It is not a (children‘s) swing or playground equip-
ment. 

Children should only use the hammock in the pre-
sence of adults and should not be left unattended. 

The packaging should be kept away from infants 
and children, as there is a risk of suffocation if they 
are put over their heads. 

Do not hang the hammock near open fireplaces, 
fireplace, grill, etc..


